The Printer
Complete Management Solution for Printing Press Industry

The Printer is developed to handle the day to day business activities
of large scale Offset Printing Press. This is a multi user application and
network compatible.

Major Highlights
Multi user application

Over consumption audit (Paper and Plates)

Covers all printing activity

Slow moving items report (Paper, Plate and Chemicals)

Estimation of custom job works

Purchase rate audit

Automated preparation of job cards
Automated paper wastage calculation
Job scheduling and machine scheduling
Remote data transfer
Assured customer support
Revenue cost analysis

Proﬁt variation report (Jobs)
Job tracking
HR utilization
Machine performance analysis
Job scheduling and machine availability check
Actual costing of jobs
Foolproof accounting system

Codelayer Technologies (P) Ltd
Codelayer Technologies (P) Ltd. Provide IT Solutions globally, enhancing competitive advantages of customers.
We are one of the leading IT Company through its Global Network Model. We focus on helping global
organisations to address their business challenges eﬀectively. We oﬀer a wide variety of IT Services that match
your business needs to our capabilities.

The Printer

Modules

Accounts
It deals with maintaining account group like income, expenditure, assets and sundry
debtors-creditors. Have provision to maintain cash and bank transactions (Receipts and payments).
The software generates Journal Vouchers, Debit note, Credit note, Contra Voucher, Bank
Reconciliation etc. It produces printable forms of cash book, day book, ledgers, trial balance, final
accounts and statements.

Estimation
The main jobs related with estimation is categorized into Pre-press, Press and Post - press. Pre-press
mainly deals with the initial settings like setting No. of copies, No. of pages, Paper Size etc. Press deals
with selection of different types of papers, choosing printing machines etc. Post press works are
related with finishing works like gathering, pasting, various types of binding, lamination, numbering,
padding etc.

Sales
The sales module covers Quotation entry, Job Card Preparation and Invoicing (Cash/Credit), Customer
details, Delivery Chellan details, type of sale (VAT Dealer or interstate/import). Quotations can be
generated in its simplest method. The integrated reports will help the user to maintain the actual sales
statistics.

Inventory (Paper, Plate, Material and Customer)
Inventory mainly deals with the process like purchase and issue. Inventory module is further divided
into Paper Inventory, Plate Inventory, Material Inventory and Customer Inventory. The Integrated
reports will provide the actual stock details of our commodities. The Advanced Re-Order Level
Indicators will help the user to initiate purchases timely.

Payroll
It consist of calculation of salaries and tax deductions of employees; it also can be called as an
accounts activity which undertakes the salary administration of employees in the organization. Our
Payroll module support with Manual Attendance System and Electronic Attendance Systems (Bio
Metric Devices, Punch Cards, IR Cards etc).

Job Scheduling and Machine Scheduling
This is the highlight of our application. Through this the end user can schedule the new jobs to the
available machine’s time slots. Even the user can also check with the current status of work.
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